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Phoenix Heli-Flight Upgrades Fleet of Airbus 
Helicopters with Appareo’s New 4K Ultra HD 
Flight Data Recorder 
FARGO, North Dakota (March 8, 2022) — Phoenix Heli-Flight, a charter helicopter company 
based in Alberta, Canada, today announced plans to upgrade the Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) 
systems on its fleet of Airbus Helicopters aircraft to Appareo’s recently-certified AIRS-400 4K 
Ultra HD flight data recorder. The announcement was made today at the HAI HELI-EXPO 
conference in Dallas, Texas. 
“When I first met the Appareo team at HELI-EXPO in 2007, I had no idea how essential their 
products would be to the future success of our company. Following a fatal and easily 
preventable crash that year, Phoenix Heli-Flight installed Appareo GAU 2000 flight data 
recorders in all company helicopters, and subsequently upgraded to the Vision 1000. Appareo’s 
hardware and software have been the cornerstone of our Flight Operations Quality Assurance 
(FOQA) program for 15 years. Appareo’s commitment to upgrading their product offering with 
the AIRS-400 aligns with Phoenix’s commitment to safety and we are eager to install these 
units,” said Paul Spring, President & CEO, Phoenix Heli-Flight Inc. 
In January, Appareo was granted Part 27 STC AML for AIRS-400, its 4K ultra-high-definition 
Airborne Image Recording System (AIRS). In addition to recording 4K Ultra HD video, AIRS-400 
captures pilot intercom system audio, ambient audio, and detailed flight data. With its inertial 
measurement units, AIRS-400 captures WAAS GPS (altitude, latitude, longitude, ground speed, 
vertical speed), attitude data (pitch, roll, yaw), rates of rotation, and acceleration data (G forces) 
— all in a unit that weighs 11 ounces. It is equipped for cellular data offload and comes with 
options for ARINC 429 input, ED-155 audio output, and RS-422 output, making it the most 
versatile and flexible lightweight flight data recorder on the market. 
Phoenix Heli-Flight Inc. is a privately owned company that has been in operation for 30 years, 
and is a regional leader concentrating on providing the most modern types and models of 
aircraft possible. Since starting the business in 1991 with one leased AStar, Phoenix has grown 
its fleet of helicopters to be the most modern in Canada, including both single and twin turbine 
engine light helicopters. [Source: phoenixheliflight.com] 
“Phoenix Heli-Flight has always been committed to safety,” said Kris Garberg, Appareo Aviation 
President. “Paul Spring and his team recognize the value of accurate flight data, and for more 
than 15 years they’ve been successfully using that information to advance safety and reduce 
risk as part of their FOQA program. We are pleased to continue our partnership as they 
upgrade their fleet with AIRS-400,” Garberg said. 
The initial STC AML for AIRS-400 includes Airbus AS350, Bell 206, and Bell 407. Appareo’s AIRS-
400 is one of the easiest FDM devices to install because it is a small, self-contained system 
requiring only aircraft power, ground, and GPS antenna connections. The simple installation 
makes it easy to obtain aircraft field approvals. Appareo plans to add to the STC AML in the 
future. AIRS-400 is now shipping. Read the original original product announcement for more 
information. 

https://phoenixheliflight.com/
https://appareo.com/2021/06/22/appareo-announces-4k-ultra-hd-flight-data-recorder-with-cellular-data-offload/


# # # 
About Appareo 
Founded in 2003, Appareo pioneered FDM for light fixed-wing aircraft and rotorcraft by 
producing Vision 1000, the most compact and lightweight flight data recorder available. 
Currently, multiple airframe manufacturers utilize Appareo data recording products as 
standard equipment on their aircraft. Appareo’s accompanying FOQA software suite was 
named “Product Breakthrough of the Year” by Aviation Week & Space Technology in 2007. 
Appareo then became the industry leader in the design and production of ADS-B equipment for 
general aviation, after introducing the first Stratus portable ADS-B receiver in 2012, and 
subsequently introducing a series of certified and non-certified Stratus products designed to 
advance situational awareness and safety, increase pilot comfort, reduce pilot workload, and 
improve the flying experience for aviators. 
Appareo is a recognized leader in the custom design, development and manufacture of 
innovative electronic and software solutions for aerospace. Through the creative application of 
cutting-edge technologies, Appareo creates complex end-to-end solutions that include both 
mobile and cloud-based components. The company is headquartered in Fargo, N.D. 
Product Photos: appareo.com/media 
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